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RIP Jimmy Darmody, Nelson Van Alden and that guy Gyp Rosetti decapitated with a shovel. These are the most brutal deaths on the HBO series "Boardwalk Empire." ...
The Most Brutal Deaths In Boardwalk Empire
It follows Alexandra Trese, a mysterious detective who deals with crimes of supernatural origin ... metamorphoses into the perpetrators of the war on drugs and their parallel abilities to stir ...
Beware of the ‘Aswangs’!
Synopsis: Scientist Karen Ross (Laura Linney) is sent by her father-in-law, mogul R.B. Travis (Joe Don Baker), to the Congo to determine the whereabouts of his son’s missing diamond-hunting team.
Here’s What is Coming to (and Leaving) Netflix in July 2021!
Thanks to his work in Fatherhood, Kevin Hart joins an impressive list of fellow comedians who've also managed to excel in dramatic roles, including these others ...
12 Times Comedy Actors Surprised Us With A Serious Role
This quiet, nondescript place, which carries no discernible echo of the crimes committed there ... now perceive each other as irredeemably evil, each accusing the other of spreading pernicious ...
My witch-hunt history, and America's: A personal journey to 1692
Even when the war was over, the X Troopers would be crucial in hunting down and convicting Nazis for war crimes. In order to ... fighting successfully against evil be told—and that these secret ...
The Untold Story of a Secret Unit of Heroic Jewish Commandos in World War II
After World War II ... potential for evil in themselves. That is tough for people to swallow.” Dugan said teaching was a crucial Wiesenthal contribution to society. “Nazi hunting was heroic ...
New Wiesenthal Book Brings Nazi-Hunter Back to Life
Nor do I think that going into the criminal-justice system and trying to find examples ... But I do believe that an awful lot of what we see is stimulated and kept going by the war on drugs. If ...
John McWhorter
July 31, 2010: Honey pots have come of age in Cyber War. A Honey pot is an Internet server ... computer security researchers can collect information on the Internet criminals and have a better chance ...
Information Warfare: The Honey Trap
There’s no degree of separation for a vetting process, it’s just a bunch of thirsty dudes in geographic cesspools hunting one another ... multiple examples of criminal, abusive behavior ...
Grindr Priests Of Newark
Don't worry, our bargain-hunting software is updated regularly ... Besides letting you play in a Disney-themed toybox with all your favorite evil-doers, its layers of strategy will have you ...
Best board games for 2 players
It was a victory for millions of ordinary people, who overcame their fear and did their best in the face of terrible evil. More than anything, the Second World War was the story of millions of ...
History brought back to life: DOMINIC SANDBROOK on how a failed artist caused the bloodiest conflict the world has ever seen and changed the course of modern history
Ahead of the new film’s arrival, we give you a rundown of every cast member involved in the battle of Avengers: Infinity War. Who is Tony ... of being an agent of evil, and joined forces with ...
Meet the cast of Avengers: Infinity War
"That hadn't been done with a main character, a lead character, showing that he wasn't a bad person or evil," says ... solve crimes like murder, rape and assault. "The drug war basically destroyed ...
How TV Dramas Informed And Misinformed Perceptions Of The War On Drugs
As the sister of the evil Ravenna (Charlize Theron), Blunt reverts ... As an FBI agent battling not only criminals but also patronising male colleagues, the stage seemed set for Blunt (paired ...
Emily Blunt’s 20 best film performances – ranked!
Sale is finally here and brings discounts on a boatload of games. Check out the best deals during PS Summer Sale.
PlayStation Summer Sale: 35 Best Deals You Should Check Out
Spike should call out all evil men. Lee mentioned recent ... how people needed to go to police to report crimes because the no snitching code of the streets costs more lives. Now he is back on the ...
'World run by gangsters': Spike Lee sets political tone at Cannes
While the ransomware criminals in this case may be operating ... short for “Ransomware Evil,” that officials contend operates with impunity from inside Russia. Friday’s call came only ...
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